
Combines the best 
of its class 
Efficient. Flexible. Timeless.

proEvolution



proEvolution, our new product stands for universal design that can be used flexibly. This ena-
bles it to have a completely individual style of its own for all applications – from renovation to 
structural alteration to new build. Like all our systems, proEvolution also follows our guiding 
sustainability principles. Our design allows maximum light incidence and solar energy inputs 
in this class. 

With an inner core that is 100 % made of recycled material, we maximise the use of recycled 
material, which at the same time ensures that the profiles themselves can also be 100 % recy-
cled. With this completely redeveloped system, the use of material has been reduced consid-
erably with unvarying stability – for an even smaller ecological footprint. 

proEvolution also provides optimum acoustic insulation by reducing the outside noise to a 
healthy level. The result is technically forward-looking windows with optimised energy values 
and a good environmental balance.

Our guiding sustainability 
principles

Energy
Every solution optimises 

the energy input and reduc-
es the energy loss

Recycling 
Every product uses a maximum 
of recycled material and is itself 

recyclable to the maximum extent 

Material 
Every material is 

used according to 
its advantages

Resources
Every design only uses as 

much material as is necessary 
for the specific solution

 Design by



Highlight  
design
More natural, healthy light 
due to low visible frame 
height with higher propor-
tion of glass

Pure 
white
Integrated and perfect 
in terms of colour for 
optimum reflection of the 
solar radiation, leads to an 
improved window life

Bionic- 
iso system
Optimum insulation values 
are achieved by combining 
air chambers and gaskets



The myWindow strategy:
How does a window become myWindow?

Every building is a unique system due to its geoposition, orientation, the year it was built and 
the architectural style. That also requires a unique window. With myWindow, Salamander 
helps you, as the client or owner to find the perfect window. 

The C3 explanatory principle is at the core of this:

Climate – describes the potential of the location (light, energy, insulation)

Case – the building type is the blueprint for use of the potential

Customer – individual ideas determine design and specific configuration

In the myWindow_app you can analyse your project in the C3 dimensions. We help you, fact 
based and on the basis of the calculation of the Passivhaus Institute, to find the optimum 
solution and to configure it according to your requirements.

proEvolution offers a wide range of solutions for optimally configuring individual buildings. 
Very good insulation values and a broad structural range make it possible to adapt to a large 
number of locations and associated climatic requirements. The balanced and flexible design 
style allows broad use – suitable to many types of buildings and projects. Due to this diver-
sity, greater individual adaptation to different needs is possible. 

Climate

Customer

Case

myWindow  
application

Our website
salamander-windows.com

Our new digital tools support you, step by step, in the  
selection of your perfect window solution.


